A ketogenic diet is an alternative treatment of epilepsy in infants. The diet, rich in fat and low in carbohydrates, elevates the level of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) in plasma. These substances have therefore been suggested to contribute to the anticonvulsive effect of the diet. PUFAs modulate the properties of a range of ion channels, including K and Na channels, and it has been hypothesized that these changes may be part of a mechanistic explanation of the ketogenic diet. Using computational modelling, we here study how experimentally observed PUFA-induced changes of ion channel activity affect neuronal excitability in CA1, in particular responses to synaptic input of high synchronicity. The PUFA effects were studied in two pathological models of cellular hyperexcitability associated with epileptogenesis. We found that experimentally derived PUFA modulation of the A-type K (K A ) channel, but not the delayed-rectifier K channel, restored healthy excitability by selectively reducing the response to inputs of high synchronicity. We also found that PUFA modulation of the transient Na channel was effective in this respect if the channel's steady-state inactivation was selectively affected. Furthermore, PUFA-induced hyperpolarization of the resting membrane potential was an effective approach to prevent hyperexcitability. When the combined effect of PUFA on the K A channel, the Na channel, and the resting membrane potential, was simulated, a lower concentration of PUFA was needed to restore healthy excitability. We therefore propose that one explanation of the beneficial effect of PUFAs lies in its simultaneous action on a range of ion-channel targets. Furthermore, this work suggests that a pharmacological cocktail acting on the voltage dependence of the Na-channel inactivation, the voltage dependences of K A channels, and the resting potential can be an effective treatment of epilepsy. 
Introduction
Epilepsy is a severe neurological disorder which is characterized by spontaneous recurrent seizures. Many factors have been linked to the etiology, among them ion channels. Voltage-gated ion channels are crucial for generating and regulating neuronal excitability. Their pivotal importance is evidenced by multiple channel mutations inducing hyperexcitability and epilepsy in humans [1, 2] . As a rule of thumb, opening of voltage-gated sodium (Na) channels increases excitability while opening of voltage-gated potassium (K) channels reduces excitability. Thus, several gain-of-function mutations in Na channels [1] as well as loss-of-function mutations in both delayed rectifier (K DR ) and Atype K (K A ) channels [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are associated with epilepsy.
The strong connection between voltage-gated ion channels and neuronal activity makes ion channels an attractive pharmacological target for anticonvulsive substances. The traditional pharmacological strategy is to reduce excitatory Na currents by targeting the ion conducting pore [8] [9] [10] . However, despite the great number of antiepileptics on the market, about 20-30% of patients with epilepsy respond incompletely to drug treatment [11] . Lack of therapeutic effects in many patients in combination with adverse effects [12, 13] motivates the search for new antiepileptic drugs, new targets, and new pharmacological mechanisms.
An epileptic seizure has a rich repertoire of events. One pronounced feature during epileptogensis is highly synchronized neuronal activity [14] [15] [16] [17] . Synchronous input is very powerful in activating neurons [18] [19] [20] , and therefore an enhanced neuronal response can be part of the pathology. In a previous study [21] , we showed that highly synchronized activity is suppressed by the K A channel in dendrites, which therefore may function as a protective mechanism against hyperexcitability. In epilepsy, the K A current may not be strong enough to compensate for the excitability changes due to the pathology. Thus, substances changing the activity of channels involved in suppressing cellular responses to synchronicity may be a powerful way to prevent epileptic seizures.
Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are suggested as important antiepileptic substances in the fat-rich ketogenic diet used as an alternative epilepsy treatment in children [22] [23] [24] [25] . The mechanism of the ketogenic diet is largely unknown, but PUFAs directly target a wide range of ion channels, including Na and K channels e.g. [24, 26] . The proposed mechanism for the modification suggests that the partly negatively charged lipophilic molecules target the lipid bilayer close to the positively charged voltage sensor of ion channels and electrostatically activate the channel and open the ion-conducting pore (Fig. 1A ) [27] [28] [29] . This interaction with the voltage sensor leads to a modified voltage dependence, so that the channel opens at more negative voltages (Fig. 1B) . Figure 1C shows the concentration dependence of the PUFA-induced shift of K channel activation (see figure legend for further details). In Na channels PUFAs instead shift the voltage dependence of channel inactivation.
The objective of this study was to investigate PUFAs as reducers of excessive neuronal responses to synchronous input, and thereby as possible anticonvulsive substances. To experimentally test the importance and contribution of each PUFA-induced channel modulation separately is however very difficult as specific antagonists of the modulation are unavailable. The evaluation is further complicated by some effects being predicted to oppose effects of other [24, 26] . In this study we therefore turned to a computational model of a pyramidal neuron in hippocampal area CA1 (see Fig. 1D ), a brain region commonly involved in epileptic seizures [17, 30] . During a simulation we activated five synaptic inputs contacting five oblique dendrites of the CA1 neuron. In different runs, the synchronicity between the inputs varied from completely simultaneous (i.e. synchronized) to relatively desynchronized. The number of produced action potentials was used as a measure of excitability.
To study hyperexcitability we implemented two cases of ionchannel alterations associated with epileptogenesis. The first case comprised enhanced Na currents [31] and the second case a rundown in the K A conductance [3, 32] . In the two pathological models we subsequently investigated how PUFAs modulate the cellular response by altering the activity of voltage-gated ion channels. We focused on three prominent channels: a Na channel, an A-type K (K A ) channel, and a delayed-rectifier K (K DR ) channel. PUFA modulation of the Na channel was implemented as a hyperpolarizing shift of the steady-state inactivation curve as reported in human and rat cardiac Na channels and rat CA1 Na channels [33] [34] [35] . For further information on ion channel modulation and its implementation, see the Models section. This leads to a reduced Na current [35, 36] . We implemented PUFA modulation of K A as a hyperpolarizing shift of the steady-state activation curve [24] , leading to an increased K current, and assumed K DR to be similarly affected by PUFAs. Furthermore, the resting membrane potential is altered by PUFAs [37] [38] [39] and possibly also by other ketogenic diet agents [40, 41] that may act on ion channels such as the ATP-dependent K channel, the hchannel, or the K-conducting M-channel. We therefore also tested the impact of altered resting potential on excitability. In the second part of this study we investigated the effect on the pathological cell models when simultaneously shifting the steady-state activation and inactivation curves equally much or when simultaneously affecting several ion channels.
The goal was to restore a physiological, non-epileptogenic, neuronal response. The studies showed that modifications of the Na channel, the K A channel, or the resting potential were effective ways to normalize a pathological behaviour. Thus, PUFAs and substances acting through similar mechanisms could be potent anticonvulsive substances by modulating the activity of multiple The five medial to distal oblique dendrites were located 424, 500, 544, 635, and 715 mm from the soma. On each oblique dendrite, five synaptic inputs were placed (arrows). The first input cycle was set to have a midpoint at 300 ms, providing an initial period of baseline membrane potential. To represent inputs of different synchronicity levels, input arrival times were jittered using normal distributions of different widths (standard deviations). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044388.g001 ion channels and thereby reducing the neural response to synchronous input.
Results
The cellular response to highly synchronized input is suppressed
To study the effects of PUFAs on neuronal excitability, we performed computer simulations using the CA1 pyramidal neuron model by Migliore et al. [42] . The cell model, based on a morphologically reconstructed neuron, includes a transient Na current, a persistent K DR current, a transient K A current, and a pacemaker h current. CA1 is one of the key regions implicated in temporal lobe epilepsy and the pyramidal neuron is proposed to be the primary neuron type generating fast ripples [15] , a highly synchronized ensemble activity associated with seizures. As epilepsy ultimately is a network phenomenon, and because communication between neurons is performed via spikes, measuring spike production is one way of addressing excitability on a single neuron level. In this work, we therefore measured the number of spikes produced and used this as a measure of responsiveness to the input provided.
The timing of arrival of each input was adjusted to obtain stimuli of different synchronicity (Fig. 1D, Fig. 2A ) where a larger jitter of the inputs ( Fig. 2A right) represents less synchronized input, and zero time difference ( Fig. 2A left) corresponds to perfectly synchronized input. Passive biophysics would predict that highly synchronized input should be the most effective input to activate a neuron. However, this is not the case here since highly synchronized input (,2 ms) is suppressed ( Fig. 2B-D) . This is consistent with experimental data where inputs were given within a short time window, as further discussed in the Discussion, and with our previous simulation results using a single-input site on a medial location of the apical dendrite [21] . Figure 2E shows the spike probability when the input jittering was randomly sampled from a normal distribution rather than sampled uniformly as in Figure 2D . The main difference between the two sampling methods was that the random sampling produced a smoother curve while qualitative characteristics were similar, in particular for the highly synchronized inputs which are our main interest.
Pathological models produce increased cellular response for highly synchronized input A range of ion channels have been linked to epileptogenesis, particularly Na and K channels. Several Na channel gene mutations causing an increased open probability have been linked to epilepsy [1] , and a study on kindling epileptogenesis observed a 22% increase in the peak Na current [31] . Thus, to implement a Na channel pathology, we increased the Na conductance by 22%. This model is referred to as the ''increased Na current pathology''. The involvement of the K A channel in epileptogenesis has been studied in both animal models and in human tissue [3, 32, 43, 44] . Some of these studies show a downregulation of the gene expression or the current of K A [44] . To implement a K Achannel pathology, we decreased the K A conductance by 50% [3, 32] . This model is referred to as the ''decreased K A current pathology''. As we are unaware of any cases of combined Na and K channel mutations, we have not studied this combined case. Figure 3A shows the output spike responses of the control model (blue lines) and the two pathological models (red lines) for different degrees of input synchronicity. Both pathological models clearly displayed hyperexcitability which is consistent with our previous study [45] . For inputs of low synchronicity (.6 ms; large jitter values), the decreased K A current model showed particularly large increases in output excitability. The low-synchronicity input may be regarded as background input and provides a measure of general excitability. More importantly, highly synchronized inputs (,2 ms; small jitter values), with particular interest for epileptogenesis (see Discussion), led to increased responses in both pathological models. Figure 3B shows the spike probability using random sampling of the input jittering. The result is similar as for the deterministic input model in Figure 3A , in particular at the highest levels of synchronicity which constitute the region of interest in the present study. As random sampling requires a great number of simulations to be representative, we will in the following use the deterministic uniformly sampled distribution.
Pharmacological correction of pathological models
The pathological models of the pyramidal neuron in CA1 generate excess spiking when input of different synchronicity is provided (Fig. 3) . The main objective of this study was to correct the pathologies by reducing the excess spiking for high-synchronicity levels (,2 ms). This region of synchronicity level, and the level at which spiking switches from a few spikes to strong spiking is thereby of key interest and is therefore shown for each case below as a spike graph. To correct the pathologies we simulated the experimental effects of PUFAs on the Na, K DR , and K A channels. We also studied the effect of an altered resting membrane potential. For more information of the modulation of the ion channels and the resting membrane potential see the Models section. The correction strategy is exemplified in Figure 4 , illustrating three attempts to correct the increased Na current pathology by shifting the steady-state activation curve of the K A channel by 21, 22, or 23 mV along the voltage axis. The increased K A channel activity, caused by the negative shift, reduced the number of spikes. For shifts of 21 and 22 mV, the reduction in the number of spikes is selective for the highest and lowest levels of synchronicity. A shift of 23 mV abolished output activity for all synchronicity levels. Thus, a shift between 21 mV and 22 mV generates to best correction to the original, healthy neuron. In the following we will define the pathological model as functionally corrected if zero spikes are generated for completely synchronized input (0 ms) and the maximum number of spikes (15) at synchronicity level 2 ms. Thus, for each correction there exists a therapeutic interval where these criteria are satisfied.
Correcting the increased Na current pathology. Figure 5 shows the increased Na current pathology model corrected by the experimentally described PUFA modulation of the K A channel, the Na channel, and the resting membrane potential, respectively. Modulation of the K A channel by shifting the steady-state activation curve by 21.6 mV (Fig. 5A ) or the resting potential by 21.1 mV (Fig. 5C ) restored the spike activity for both high (,2 ms) and low (.6 ms) synchronicity levels, while modulation of the Na channel by shifting the steady-state inactivation curve by 26.7 mV (Fig. 5B ) suppressed the spike activity for high and low synchronicity levels but also suppressed the activity for some intermediate (5-6 ms) synchronicity levels. PUFA-induced shifts of the K DR channel steady-state activation curve (data not shown) were unable to correct the pathological model. When the shift was large enough (227.2 mV) to abolish spikes for high synchronicity levels (0 ms and 1 ms) it was not able to produce 15 spikes at 2-ms synchronicity. A functionally corrected model should be robust in the sense that small alterations of parameter values (here PUFAinduced shifts of the channels' voltage dependences or the resting potential) should be tolerated without reintroducing pathological spiking. But, at the same time, the model should not be totally insensitive to changes of a parameter presumed to play a role in correcting the pathology. The models were therefore analyzed The figure shows the number of spikes generated when different levels of synchronized input were provided to the cell. The left column shows the increased Na current pathology (22% increase in Na conductance). The right column shows the decreased K A current pathology (50% decrease in K A conductance). (A) Deterministic sampling model for the inputs and (B) random sampling model for inputs. Error bars indicate the standard deviation from 50 simulations. The spike counts for the control model (blue) and pathological models (red) are shown. Note that the pathological models do not reduce the cellular response to highly synchronized inputs (0-1 ms). Furthermore the decreased K A current pathology shows hyperexcitability also for lower synchronicity levels (7-24 ms further by measuring the parameter interval within which the model was classified as functionally corrected, that is no spikes at 0-ms synchronicity and 15 spikes at 2-ms synchronicity (Fig. 5D ). Smaller shifts were needed for the K A channel (20.9 to 21.8 mV) than for the Na channel (24.3 to 27.2 mV).
pathology. Figure 6A -C shows the best correction of the decreased K A current pathology for PUFA modulation of the K A channel, the Na channel, and the resting membrane potential, respectively. PUFA modulation of the K A channel perfectly restored normal output activity, while modulation of the Na channel and the resting potential were not able to compensate the output activity at both low-and high-synchronicity at the same time; when functional corrections were obtained at synchronicity levels of 0-2 ms, the correction was too large at intermediate synchronicity of 4-6 ms. As for the increased Na current pathology model, shifting the voltage dependence of the K DR channel did not correct the K A current pathology (data not shown). Figure 6D shows the interval of the modulatory shift within which output was classified as functionally corrected. Also for the decreased K A current pathology model, the smallest shifts required to correct the model were found for K A and the resting membrane potential.
Impact of shifting both steady-state activation and inactivation curves simultaneously
It is known that PUFAs affect both steady-state activation and inactivation of some Na channels [46] . Furthermore, inactivation of K A is tightly coupled to activation [47] , meaning that a shift in the channel's steady-state activation curve is expected to result in an equally large shift of the steady-state inactivation curve. In this section we consequently extended the study by allowing PUFAs to shift both steady-state activation and inactivation curves by equal amounts for Na and K A channels. These simulations were not applicable to the K DR channel since it is not capable of fast inactivation. If both the steady-state activation and inactivation curves of the Na channel were shifted, the Na current increased and as a consequence neither of the pathological models could be functionally corrected (data not shown). Conversely, both pathological models could be functionally corrected when the two steady-state curves of the K A channel were equally shifted (Fig. 7) .
The combined effect of PUFA on several ion channels Above, we have studied the effects of modulating one ion channel at a time in two different pathological models. In the next step we explored the three-dimensional space of the combined effect of PUFA modulation of K A and Na channels, and the resting membrane potential. Figure 8 shows three slices of the explored three-dimensional space for both the increased Na current pathology and the decreased K A current pathology models. PUFA was modelled as 1) a shift of the steady-state inactivation curve of the sodium channel, 2) combined shifts of steady-state activation and inactivation curves of the K A channel, and 3) an alteration of the membrane potential. The solutions of functionally corrected models are found in the blue areas. Interestingly, but not surprisingly, smaller effects on the targets are needed for functional correction if all three effects are included simultaneously.
Therapeutic intervals
Based on experimentally obtained dose-response curves described in the Models section (Eq. 2) it is possible to calculate the therapeutic concentration intervals for effects on the steady-state Na inactivation and K A activation curves. The dose-response curve given for Na inactivation is from CA1 neurons (explored in the present investigation). In contrast, the dose-response curve for the K A activation is from the Shaker K channel expressed in Xenopus oocytes, which is known to underestimate the efficacy of pharmacological substances [48] . Therefore, in the quantitative evaluation below we will give alternative therapeutic intervals assuming a 10 times higher affinity in CA1 neurons than in the Xenopus oocytes (referred to as CA1 affinity). The therapeutic interval for PUFA affecting the resting potential is not possible to calculate because of limited experimental data available. Instead, we will estimate the upper limit of the therapeutic interval (see Models section for further details). Table 1 summarizes the therapeutic interval needed to restore the pathological models.
For the increased Na current pathology model, the therapeutic interval for PUFA when only K A activation is affected is 8.2-18 mM (0.82-1.8 mM assuming CA1 affinity, see above). If only Na inactivation is affected, the interval is 1.7-2.8 mM. The therapeutic interval for PUFA acting on the resting potential is ,3.9 mM. Moreover, if PUFA acts on both steady-state inactivation and activation curves for the K A channel the therapeutic interval is 15-45 mM (1.5-4.5 mM assuming CA1 affinity). Interestingly, this means that the therapeutic interval widens from 8.2-18 mM (factor of 2.2) to 15-45 mM (factor of 3), resulting in a more stable correction even though higher concentrations are required. Furthermore, if PUFA acts simultaneously on the steady-state Na inactivation, steady-state K A activation and inactivation, and the resting potential, then the therapeutic interval is ,1.5 mM (,1.1 mM assuming CA1 affinity).
For the decreased K A current pathology model, the therapeutic interval for PUFA when only K A activation is affected is 79-110 mM (7.9-11 mM assuming CA1 affinity). If both the steadystate inactivation and the activation curves are modulated it is above 680 mM (.68 mM assuming CA1 affinity). When PUFA only acts on Na inactivation, modulatory effects are not sufficient and no correction is obtained. Furthermore, the therapeutic interval for PUFA acting on the resting potential is ,10 mM. Moreover, if PUFA acts simultaneously on the steady-state Na inactivation, steady-state K A activation and inactivation, and the resting potential, then the therapeutic interval is ,4.8 mM (,3.5 mM assuming CA1 affinity). Thus, strikingly low PUFA concentrations are in several cases adequate to rescue the pathologies. The amount of PUFA required is well within the estimated PUFA concentration range in cerebrospinal fluid during ketogenic diet treatment [22, 24] . This highlights the pharmacological potency of shifts in channel voltage-dependencies or the cellular resting potential.
Discussion
In this work we have modelled effects of PUFAs on excitability in a CA1 pyramidal cell. The rationale behind this was to explore a possible mechanism for the ketogenic diet used in the treatment of epilepsy. One important factor contributing to its anticonvulsive effect is believed to be direct ion-channel effects due to elevations in PUFA levels. We have investigated whether experimentally reported PUFA-induced changes in ion channel characteristics can reverse epileptogenic hyperexcitability and thereby normalize neuronal excitability. Altogether our results show that small alterations either from shifting steady-state curves or resting membrane potential is effective in reducing hyperexcitability, particularly for high synchronicity input. Table 1 summarizes the findings of the present investigation. Selective modulation of the response to synchronous input may minimize adverse effects
Our study has focused on suppression of highly synchronized input as an effective means to reduce excitability related to epileptogenesis. Epileptogenic activity, and in particular fast ripples, is characterized by spiking at high synchronicity levels [14] [15] [16] [17] . Such activity will at target cells produce synchronous compound EPSPs characterized by fast rise times, large amplitudes and short duration. In vivo, action potentials most commonly arise from brief dendritic depolarisations of this kind [19, 49] . Moreover, synchronous input in vitro is the most effective input to produce spikes [18] [19] [20] . We therefore argue that selective reduction of the response to synchronous input might be more beneficial than reduction of spiking activity in general which might be causing the sedative adverse reactions commonly reported for anticonvulsive agents. To us it was an unexpected finding that a shift of the resting potential reduced the pathological excitability without leading to a decrease of the general excitability. Our interpretation is that the selective effect is mediated indirectly by the voltage dependence of K A , in particular its steady-state inactivation. Synchronicity and network activity
We have in this work studied how neuronal responses to synchroneous input can be modulated by regulation of the properties of K A . Our results are consistent with experimental studies using inputs given within a short time window [58] [59] [60] . We further argue that when this suppression of spike generation occurs on all neurons, it provides a dampening mechanism on network activity. Factors that regulate the level of synchronicity in the network have been extensively studied. On the single neuron level, phase response studies have provided information on how dendritic ionic conductances may affect whether the neuron fires in phase with the input or out of phase [61, 62] and thus whether synchronicity is enhanced or suppressed. Moreover, network synchronicity was initially studied in pairs of neurons [63] and in highly reduced systems [64] . On a network level, it was shown that a classification of neuron types as integrators or resonators provides fundamental information on how neurons will respond to excitatory or inhibitory input and how this will shape activity in the network into synchroneous or asynchroneous/independent collective states. More recently, the role of intrinsic ionic currents in network synchronicity has been highlighted [65, 66] .
The best candidate targets
To rescue the increased Na current pathology, there are a number of reasonable target candidates. Acting on Na inactivation, K A activation and inactivation, or resting membrane potential requires roughly 1-5 mM of PUFA (assuming CA1 affinity). Combined effects on all these targets lower the concentration even further. To rescue the decreased K A current pathology we are limited to effects on the resting potential or combinations including effects on the resting membrane potential, given that we are not able to act separately on the K A activation and if we believe that the increase in PUFA concentrations during the ketogenic diet does not exceed 30 mM, see [24] . Combined effects on all three targets lower the PUFA concentration required to ,4 mM. In contrast to these successful modulations, PUFA modulation of the K DR channel was unable to correct any of the two pathologies. Our interpretation is that for an ion channel to contribute significantly to the occurrence of a spike at high synchronicity levels, it has to be fast enough to affect the EPSP before it reaches the spike threshold. K DR may nevertheless have effects on the spike threshold and slower depolarisations.
Combined effects on several ion channels as future pharmacological approach?
Combined effects on several ion channels means that beneficial effects are achieved with lower concentrations of the modulator. These simulations highlight the possible usefulness of a cocktail of pharmacological compounds in epilepsy treatment, each with high specificity and affecting different ion channel targets. For instance could M-channel openers like ZnPy [50] , retigabine [51] , acrylamide (S)-2 [52] and NH29 [53] , which are expected to hyperpolarize the resting potential, potentially be combined with compounds targeting K A channel voltage dependence or Na channel inactivation for a more effective antiepileptic effect. Our simulations further imply that K A modulating drugs would act beneficial even when steady-state inactivation is affected similarly as steady-state activation, which would be the most biological relevant modulation of K A [47] . In contrast, for Na channels a more selective modulation of only the inactivation is preferable. Indeed, the modulation pattern generally seen for PUFAs on Na channels is dominated by the effect on Na channels inactivation.
Models
In this study we investigated the effect of PUFAs on hyperexcitable pathological neurons using computational methods. The reason for using a computational strategy is that the effects on different ion channels can be isolated and evaluated on its own, and that the effect of synaptic input with different levels of synchronicity can be studied in detail.
The cell model
All simulations were performed using the simulator NEURON [54] . The neuron model was based on the work by Migliore et al. [42] , ModelDB accession number 87535. It is a detailed compartmental model of a CA1 pyramidal cell with 474 compartments. The cell model includes a transient Na current, a persistent K DR current, a transient K A current, and a pacemaker h current. The ion channels were described by Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics. The resting potential of the neuron was set to -65 mV. To this published model we added synaptic input of different synchronicity levels. We used five synaptic inputs at five dendritic branches located at distances of 424, 500, 544, 635, and 715 mm from the soma ( Figure 1D ). This gives a total of 25 synaptic inputs. Each synapse was stimulated with a frequency of 12 Hz. The simulation was run for 1500 ms, with an initial delay of 300 ms, leading to a maximum of 15 spikes ( = action potentials). The postsynaptic conductance, G, is described by
where G max is the maximal conductance of the synapse, A is set to 1.72 so that the synaptic peak conductance equals G max in the present case. t 1 is the rise time constant ( = 0.5 ms), t 2 is the decay time constant ( = 3 ms). The reversal potential used was 0 mV. The synaptic conductances were set to increase linearly with the distance from the soma [55, 56] and thus G max was set to 2.0, 2.3, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.4 nS respectively.
Model of synchronicity of the input
To obtain different degrees of synchronicity we used a temporal normal distribution for either 1) a deterministic input model, or 2) a stochastic input model. In both models, the synchronicity level is defined as the standard deviation of the distribution. In the deterministic model, the standard deviation of the distribution determines the time intervals between inputs (see Figure 1D ). The time points for five inputs were computed to approximate the probability density function with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The resulting time points (20.9674, 20 .4307, 0, 0.4307, 0.9674) were in different simulations of a specific synchronicity level multiplied by the synchronicity level value (the standard deviation). When using the stochastic model, five synaptic time points were generated using a pseudo random number generator with the probability density function of mean 0 and standard deviation given by the synchronicity level. As the output for a given synchronicity level in response to an input would be a spike or no spike, output spike probability was calculated by counting the number of spikes produced over the 50 repetitions and normalizing by the maximum possible (50) . The stochastic simulation was repeated 50 times to generate stable mean values of output spike probability. However, the stochastic simulations were relatively time demanding, and because the results were similar for the two models, we used the deterministic model in this study except when otherwise noted. It is important to note that for the region of largest relevance for this study, the highest level of synchronicity, the two models produced similar results.
Pathological models of epilepsy
To generate pathological models, we either increased the Na conductance by 22% [31] (the ''Increased Na current pathology model''), or decreased the K A conductance by 50% [3] (the ''Decreased K A current pathology model'').
PUFA modulation of voltage-gated ion channels
As mentioned in the Introduction, PUFAs modulate voltagegated ion channels by shifting the steady-state activation and/or inactivation curves in negative direction along the voltage axis (Fig. 1B) . To convert shifts, DV, to concentrations, c, and vice versa we used the general dose-response curve (as used in e.g. [24, 35] ):
where DV max is the maximal shift, K d is the dissociation constant, and n H is the Hill coefficient. In Na channels, PUFAs mainly affect the steady-state inactivation curve, leading to a reduced Na current, and in K channels PUFAs mainly affect the steady-state activation curve, leading to an increased K current. To implement the effects on the Na channel we used the data from rat CA1 Na channels [35] , where DV max = 211.2 mV, K d = 2.1 mM, and n H = 2.0. To implement the effects on the K A channel we used the data from the Shaker K channel expressed in Xenopus oocytes [24] , where DV max = 29.6 mV, K d = 79 mM, and n H = 1. The Xenopus oocyte expression system is known to underestimate the efficacy of pharmacological substances [48] . Therefore, in the quantitative evaluation we will also give alternative therapeutic intervals assuming a 10 times higher affinity in CA1 neurons than in the Xenopus oocytes (referred to as CA1 affinity). In some of the simulations we shifted steady-state inactivation and activation curves equally much. The dynamics of K A is different in proximal dendrites compared with distal dendrites [57] . When implementing the PUFA shift the distal and proximal K A steady-state gates were shifted equally. PUFAs (docosahexaenoic acid, eicosapentaenoic acid, or arachidonic acid) hyperpolarize the resting membrane potential of excitable cells [37] [38] [39] . We implemented the modulation of the resting membrane potential as a hyperpolarizing shift of the resting potential of up to 24 mV by increasing the conductance of a leak channel. A concentration of about 10 mM PUFA shifts the resting potential in negative direction with about 24 mV (shift range from 21.5 to 25 mV), but no dose-response curve is given. However, assuming a Hill coefficient of 1 (Eq. 2), the maximum concentration (c max ) required for a shift in resting potential (DV M ) is c max = 210 DV M /4. For example, the maximum concentration to alter the resting potential with 21 mV is 2.5 mM PUFA.
Functional correction of the pathological models
We defined the pathological model as functionally corrected if it generated zero spikes for completely synchronized input (0 ms) and the maximum number of spikes (15) at synchronicity level 2 ms. Using this definition, the focus is set on the width of the region of effective suppression at high synchronicity levels, leading to a robust measure avoiding a dependency on the details of this process. The interval of modulatory ion channel change where these two conditions were satisfied is referred to as the therapeutic interval. The effect was expressed in terms of shift of the channel (mV) rather than in concentration of PUFA for reasons discussed in the preceding paragraph. The interval was estimated by binary search which terminated when the interval was less than 0.1 mV.
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